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Population of Sutherland: 13,802
(2011 Census)

Response rates from all communities
Community
Ardgay
Assynt
Bettyhill
Bonar Bridge
Brora
Dornoch
Durness
Edderton
Golspie
Helmsdale
Kinlochbervie
Lairg
Melvich
Rogart
Scourie
Strathy & Armadale
Tongue

Population Number of survey responses Percentage Achieved
627
96
15.3%
1021
149
14.6%
436
19
4.4%
1072
128
11.9%
1761
242
13.7%
2476
297
12.0%
338
62
18.3%
355
39
11.0%
1669
196
11.7%
871
193
22.2%
410
77
18.8%
938
154
16.4%
348
12
3.4%
469
47
10.0%
275
52
18.9%
201
9
4.5%
535
74
13.8%

*Please note that no on the ground engagement occurred in the Community Council areas of Bettyhill,
Melvich, Rogart and Strathy and Armadale.
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Summary
The Sutherland Community Partnership (SCP) has created Locality Plans for the five “most deprived” areas in
Sutherland. These were identified, based on a range of data sources, as being Golspie, Brora, Helmsdale,
Creich and Kinlochbervie. In order to gather the views of people living in these areas and make sure that they
are reflected in the Locality Plans, the SCP commissioned the Community Engagement Team at Kyle of
Sutherland Development Trust to carry out community engagement. However, the SCP recognised that other
areas in the county may benefit from a similar consultation, and the Community Engagement Team therefore
also carried out work in the remaining areas of Sutherland. The Community Engagement Team engaged with
17 communities in Sutherland in total. To see the individual community plans and appendices, please visit the
Sutherland Community Partnership website.
The Sutherland Community Partnership was created in late 2016 as a response to the
Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015. The Partnership brings together statutory
bodies such as Police Scotland, Scottish Fire and Rescue Service, NHS Highland, Highland
Council, and Highlands and Islands Enterprise as well as groups such as Voluntary Groups
Sutherland and CVS North.

Engagement Process
1. Questionnaire
2. Data analysis
3. Workshops

The Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 will help to empower community
bodies through the ownership or control of land and buildings, and by strengthening their
voices in decisions about public services.

4. Feedback from
community
5. Community/Locality
Plan

Advertisement
Facebook was used as the main means of advertising for promoting the questionnaire and the workshops.
Once a post was created, it would be shared into relevant community Facebook-groups. This meant that a
large proportion of the community were targeted in a short period of time. Twitter was also used to promote
the workshops and the questionnaire. This Twitter account was managed by the Sutherland Community
Partnership. Other means of advertising included putting up posters around the different communities, adverts
in the local newspaper and asking people in the community to help spread the word about upcoming
workshops.
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Five Priority Areas
Helmsdale

Brora

Creich

Chaired by NHS District Manager for Sutherland,
Lorraine Coe

Chaired by HIE Head of Strengthening Communities,
Angela Simpson

Members of the Brora Locality Group include
representatives from Brora Community Council,
BaDAG, Brora Village Hub, Brora Learning Zone, Clyne
Heritage Society, Highlife Highland, NHS Highland,
Highland Council, Scottish Fire and Rescue Service,
Police Scotland, Highlands and Islands Enterprise, and
VG-ES.

Members of the Helmsdale Locality Group include
representatives from H&D Community Council, H&D
Development Trust, H&D Community Association,
Dementia Friendly Communities, Highland Council,
NHS, Scottish Fire and Rescue Service, Police Scotland,
Highlands and Islands Enterprise, and
VG-ES.

Lorraine Coe

Angela Simpson

SCP Locality Lead
for Brora

SCP Locality Lead
for Helmsdale

Kinlochbervie (KLB)

Chaired by SFRS Station Manager for Dornoch, East
and North Sutherland, Jason Gardiner,
Members of the Creich Locality Group include
representatives from Kyle of Sutherland
Development Trust, Kyle of Sutherland Hub,
Bradbury Centre, Highlife Highland, Highland
Council, NHS, Scottish Fire and Rescue Service, Police
Scotland, Highlands and Islands Enterprise, and VGES.

Jason Gardiner

SCP Locality Lead
for Creich

Golspie

Chaired by Highland Council Ward Manager Phil
Tomalin.

Chaired by Police Scotland Sergeant for Sutherland
and Easter Ross, Peter Allan.

Members of the KLB Locality Group include
representatives from KLB Community Council, KLB
Community Company, KLB Village Hall Committee,
KLB Playing Field Association, KLB Harbour, Highland
Council, NHS, Scottish Fire and Rescue Service, Police
Scotland, Highlands and Islands Enterprise, and CVS
North.

Members of the Golspie Locality Group include
representatives from Golspie Community Council, Go
Golspie, Golspie Lunch Club, Sutherland Care Forum,
Golspie Heritage Society, NHS Highland, Highland
Council, Scottish Fire and Rescue Service, Police
Scotland, HIE, and VG-ES.

Phil Tomalin
SCP Locality Lead
for Kinlochbervie

Peter Allan
SCP Locality Lead
for Golspie
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Sutherland Community Partnership Survey
Two questionnaires were used during the
engagement in Sutherland. From January
2017 to February 2018 the 1st
Questionnaire was available. During
February 2018 the 1st Questionnaire
underwent some minor changes, mainly to
make it more proactive, encouraging
respondents to suggest solutions to the
identified issues. In addition, some
categories were merged. Results from the
amended questionnaire were displayed as
“2nd Questionnaire”.

Place Standard tool

Respondents rated each category from 1-7
where 1 equals “a lot of room for
improvement” and 7 equals “a little room
for improvement”.
There was an opportunity to fill in the
survey electronically on SurveyMonkey and
physical copies of the surveys were
available in local ‘hot spots’ in each
community.

The Place Standard tool provides a simple framework to structure conversations about
place. It allows you to think about the physical elements of a place (for example its
buildings, spaces, and transport links) as well as the social aspects (for example whether
people feel they have a say in decision making).
The tool provides prompts for discussions, allowing you to consider all the elements of a
place in a methodical way. The tool pinpoints the assets of a place as well as areas where a
place could improve.
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Transport in Sutherland
Average Rating for Transport (Out of 7)
Durness

4.3

Edderton

3.3

Golspie

3.2

Rogart

2.9

Helmsdale

2.8

Dornoch

2.8

Tongue

Frequency
Availability/Reliability
Fare prices

Positive comments

Durness bus
Adequate
Transport 4 Tongue

2.7

Scourie

2.6

Lairg

2.6

Brora

2.6

Bonar Bridge

2.6

Assynt

2.5

Ardgay

2.5

Kinlochbervie

Negative comments

Solutions/improvements

More buses/trains
Community bus
More co-ordination with transport

2.3
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Work and Local Economy in Sutherland
Average Rating for Work and Local Economy
(Out of 7)
Golspie

3.9

Dornoch

3.8

Durness

3.2

Bonar Bridge

3.2

Kinlochbervie

3.1

Edderton

3.1

Lairg

2.9

Assynt

2.9

Negative comments

Positive comments

Lack of job opportunities
Lack of training
opportunities
Lack of childcare

Lairg Learning Centre
North West Training
Centre
Vibrant economy

Solutions/improvements

Rogart

2.7

More training opportunities

Ardgay

2.7

Business support

Scourie

2.6

Brora

2.6

Tongue
Helmsdale

Job fairs

2.5
2.4
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Housing in Sutherland
Average Rating for Housing (Out of 7)
Edderton

4.5

Golspie

4.4

Rogart

4.3

Dornoch

4.3

Helmsdale

4.2

Tongue

4.1

Negative comments

Positive comments

Insufficient availability of
housing

No issues

Heating too expensive

Rent/house prices too
high

Adequate houses
available

Lairg

4

Brora

4

Solutions/improvements

Bonar Bridge

4

Build affordable housing

Ardgay

4

Energy efficient homes

3.9

Housing needs survey

Kinlochbervie
Durness

3.7

Assynt
Scourie

3.6
3.2
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Services in Sutherland
Average Rating for Services (Out of 7)
Dornoch

4.7

Rogart

4.5

Durness

4.4

Negative comments

Positive comments

Travel to access

Good services (+)

Golspie

4.3

Public transport

GP (+)

Bonar Bridge

4.3

Bank closures

No issues (+)

Lairg

4.2

Edderton

4

Tongue

3.9

Kinlochbervie

3.9

Ardgay

3.9

Helmsdale
Assynt
Scourie
Brora

3.8

Solutions/improvements
Community ownership
Reopen banks and Council Service Points
Build a sports facility

3.7
3.6
3.5
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Digital connectivity in Sutherland
Average rating for digital connectivity (Out of 7)
Edderton

4.3

Dornoch

4.1

Golspie

3.9

Brora

Positive comments

Connection too slow

No issues (+)

Poor

Sufficient (+)

3.8

Lairg

3.7

Durness

3.7

Scourie

3.6

Helmsdale

3.6

Bonar Bridge

3.5

Kinlochbervie

3.4

Ardgay

3.4

Rogart

Too expensive

Solutions/improvements
Pressure on providers
More mobile masts
Invest in making fibre available for all

3.3

Assynt

Tongue

Negative comments

2.8
2.4
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Other issues in Sutherland
Although the Place Standard Tool is useful for helping to think about the physical elements of a place as well as the
social aspects, there are other issues that sometimes slide under the radar that are equally as important.
Childcare was mentioned throughout the community consultation project with some communities feeling that there
isn’t enough/any childcare while some say that the existing childcare is too expensive to utilise, meaning that this is
potentially preventing parents from returning to work.
Community Capacity and volunteer burnout are also issues that came to light during the community engagement.
Often people who are active in the community sit on several committees, which ultimately means that it is the same
people who are repeatedly involved in community groups and community projects on a voluntary basis. Exploring
alternative ways of engaging and involving the local community should be an integral part of new community
development projects.

Rural-Urban Migration is having a negative effect on not just Sutherland, but the wider Highland region. Skewed
age demographics mean that the a smaller working age population is sustaining a larger population of people in
retirement. Initiatives highlighted through the community engagement, particularly around jobs and housing, could
help to address this issue.
Tourism and the NC500 does provide communities in Sutherland with opportunities that could help boost the local
economy, which is recognised by most people participating in the community engagement. At the same time,
questionnaire respondents and workshop participants are concerned about some negative impacts from tourism.
Most pressing are issues around waste disposal, littering, human waste and delays on the single-track roads. There is
a need to, quote, “protect our culture”.
Infrastructure/Road Safety was mentioned throughout most communities as a negative. This includes speeding by
cars through built up areas, and the increased traffic on rural roads causing damage to the road surface/creating pot
holes.
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Young people in Sutherland
There was a need to specifically draw out the voices of young
people in the engagement process. This is not only a priority in
the National Standards for Community Engagement, but it also
became evident very early during the analysis of questionnaire
responses that all age groups highlighted a need for retaining
young people in the area. Worries were expressed over a potential
socioeconomic backlash if steps were not taken to address this. It
was therefore decided to carry out more focused work with young
people in order to draw out their opinions, thoughts and ideas for
the community. These measures included specific analysis of
young people’s responses to the questionnaire, a follow up
questionnaire and workshops in high schools in Kinlochbervie,
Farr, Golspie, Dornoch and Tain.

23.8%
(3290) 15-30
year olds in
Sutherland

Highland and Islands
Enterprise Key Statistics
(2019)

Farr High
School
Pupil roll 86
Kinlochbervie
High School
Pupil roll - 48

Old halls

Freedom

No crime

Wildlife

Nice walks

Highlife Highland

Poor public toilets

No Wi-Fi

Golf course

Busy summer

Poor parks

Nice views
Friendly

Sense of community

Isolated

Bad Transport

Expensive shops

Lack of youth space
No jobs
Boring

Have to travel far for services Nice people
Mental health support
Good restaurants

Beautiful beach

Lack of sports facilities

Comments from young people in Sutherland

Dog poo

Nothing to do

Lack of shops No bank Poor public toilets

Dornoch
High
School
Pupil Roll
- 183

Golspie
High
School
Pupil roll 243
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Protected Characteristics Workshops

Brora Village Hub

RESPITE

Happy

No childcare

Poor disabled access
Community spirit
BRADBURY CENTRE

Lunch Club
Beach

Poor internet

Family

Loneliness

Ceilidh House

No work

Postage costs

Pets

Public transport
Transport for Tongue

Public toilets

Ageing population

GREAT HEALTHCARE

No dentist

No bank

Kyle Centre

FEEL LUCKY

Patient Transport

Lack of carers

The National Standards for Community Engagement state that measures must be taken to involve groups with
“protected characteristics” in any community engagement process.
Protected Characteristics
It is against the law to discriminate against anyone because of one of the protected characteristics, which are as follows:
Age, disability, sex, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief, sexual
orientation.

Measures to involve people during this engagement included offering transport to people who would otherwise
not be able to attend the open workshop, offering to hire certified child-minders so that people could attend the
open workshop regardless of childcare obligations, and inviting anyone who would be uncomfortable voicing their
views at a workshop to get in touch to arrange another method of engagement.
It is recognised that not all protected characteristics are addressed directly through these measures.
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Workshops across Sutherland
Workshops

For the next stage in the engagement, workshops were organised in each
community. The topics were decided from the survey data and the activities were
designed to gain further insight into the issues that were raised. After the
workshops were finished, the write up of every community workshop was sent
out to each participant to ensure the summary of the night was correct and
representative.
The following pages contain a summary of each open workshop in Sutherland.
For a more detailed write up of the workshops, please see the individual
community plans available on the Sutherland Community Partnership website.

Community Surgeries

Following the identification of the priority areas in each community, from the
questionnaire data, semi-structured interview sheets were drawn up so that
individuals attending the drop-in sessions would have the opportunity to discuss
their thoughts on these topics as well as allowing time for them to raise other
issues, concerns and thoughts about their community.
Participants were first asked what they thought were the biggest issues
concerning transport, work and the local economy, and housing in their
community, before having the opportunity to discuss any ideas or solutions they
might have which could address these, preferably in a community driven fashion.
Following this, they were then asked if there were any other issues or concerns
they would like to raise and again if they had any ideas or solutions for these.
Please visit the Sutherland Community Partnership website to see a more
detailed summary.
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Ardgay Hall
27th August 2018
5 participants

Ardgay Open Workshop
Accessing Services: The respondents listed the following

for ‘essential services not available locally’: fuel station, broadband,
bus service, transport from remote areas to Ardgay, Jobcentre,
hospital, ambulance, bank, dentist, council service point, Post office,
police station, public mains water supply.

Local Economy: The respondents highlighted that the

following contributed to the local economy: The Barn (Kyle of
Sutherland Development Trust), Ardgay garage, the Hub, Munro
plumbing, Migdale Transport, Ardgay game, Campbell Transport,
David Mackay Removals, Fisheries Trust and other construction type
businesses.

Housing: While the group did not complete the activity in the

planned fashion, they instead initiated a discussion around whether
housing was an issue in the area and when the last investigation of
housing demand was carried out. They also discussed the
flexibility/ambiguity of what is affordable housing, concluding that
whether houses are purchased or rented, affordability must be a
consideration.

Development: In conclusion, the majority of the attendees

felt that there is a need for elderly supported accommodation in the
village. However, it’s worth noting that the majority of ideas would
help boost tourism in the area, highlighting that there is a need for
accommodation to cater for the potential developments. It is
important to note that although public transport was one of the
biggest issues in the survey for Ardgay and District, the idea of free
transport for elderly and young people was the least popular out of
the five ideas.

*Participants were given monopoly money to invest in their
favourite development idea
Development Idea
Supported accommodation for older people. Housing with care.
Extra care housing
Create cycle route from Tain to The Mound - and on to Golspie
using the railway line and use the Dornoch bridge for the railway
line. Also required will be international marketing e.g.: Via Verde
in Spain and creating accommodation/catering as appropriate.
Local accommodation - 'bunk house' style. Link in with well
signed routes for walkers/cyclists/kayakers, etc. Attempt to make
tourism a 4 season activity. Provide support - cycle hire, guides,
etc. Adapt rail transport to bring bikes to railheads. Ensure
benefits of increased tourism are experienced by all.
Developing some of the local trails into long distance paths - or
a network of cycle paths centred on Ardgay, e.g.: up and around
Strathcarron and round Culrain and into forest tracks.
If a small number of residents means that it's expensive
/impossible to have a full range of services then develop
transport esp. buses (free to old and young) to get folks to and
from to where services are.

Funding From
Participants
£970,000

£830,000

£380,000

£370,000

£200,000
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Lochinver Village Hall
18th September 2018
14 participants

Assynt Open Workshop
‘Assynt of the Future’

• There is a clear need for digital communications in the area to be improved. The lack of access to a reliable internet connection
creates a disparity of access in the communities of Assynt which affects both individuals and businesses and may prevent access
to employment and training opportunities. While mobile phone signal wasn’t explicitly mentioned in the visions, there is more
than enough anecdotal evidence from the questionnaire to support the assertion that this provision also needs improvement and
doing so would improve the lives of people in Assynt.
• The roads throughout Assynt need to be improved and then maintained. Many of the roads require widening and widening them
would improve safety for locals as well as visitors to the area. It is important to note though that merely improving the roads in
this manner would not be enough and maintaining all the roads in the area is of equal importance, especially given the increase
in road traffic that Assynt has seen since the NC500 was opened.
• There is a strong desire to see the development of more residential and/or respite care facilities in Assynt to allow people to
remain in the area as they grow older.
• Development of a more co-ordinated and comprehensive strategy for transport is also seen as a priority with groups mentioning
multiple avenues through which this might be explored from car sharing to increasing the routes covered and provision of
community and patient transport.
• Tourism was also an overreaching theme throughout the visions of the future of Assynt, and this was tied to developing the local
economy and employment opportunities as utilising the opportunities afforded by the increase in tourism in the area could help
to boost both. With much of Assynt being coastal there was a strong desire to develop opportunities for marine tourism
throughout the area, particularly in Lochinver harbour with some of the ideas identified seeking to capitalise on the provision of
facilities for leisure craft here.
*Participants were given monopoly money to invest in
their favourite development idea
Development Idea
Youth Opportunities

Funding From
Participants
£1.34m

Develop Marine Tourism

£1.27m

“Assynt Poultry Development Units” (referring to a ‘chicken and egg’-situation

£1.25m

where job creation and housing should be addressed simultaneously)

Affordable, sustainable environmental housing
Create low cost housing
Communications of all types
Low cost business start-ups
Performing arts and exhibition space at old visitor centre

£930,000
£720,000
£580,000
£550,000
£310,000
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Brora Open Workshop

Brora Community Centre
12th March 2018
11 participants

Public Transport: Participants at the workshop expressed a strong need for public
transport journeys during the week, particularly for reaching hospital appointments in
Inverness. Generally, almost all journeys drawn on the sheets indicated a need for more
journeys to and from Inverness.
It is important to note that 13 people participated in the workshop, of which not everybody
had public transport needs (due to owning a car), therefore the findings of the activity are not
necessarily representative of public transport needs in Brora, but as mentioned previously,
questionnaire responses do heavily emphasise a need for more public transport in the area.

Local Economy: All three group discussions strayed away from the issues of

regeneration and delved deeper into the more general issue of encouraging tourists to stop in
the village. It is clear that there is a need for Brora to take better advantage of the
opportunities provided by the NC500 and encourage tourists to stop in the village as this
would help to improve the local economy as a whole. From the discussions in this exercise this
approach should be two-fold: 1) Better promote the opportunities that are already in place;
and 2) Develop new facilities and services aiming to encourage tourists and visitors to stop
and explore what Brora has to offer.

Housing: There are a mix of views regarding housing, fuel poverty and heating in Brora

with some parties expressing confusion as to why housing has been highlighted as an issue in
the village. Others described shortages of social and private rented housing as well as
describing concerns about the maintenance and heating systems in the existing housing in
Brora. In addition to the concerns raised, several suggestions were put forward by participants
in the activity which could help to improve housing and heating for the residents of Brora.

Coordination and Development: Another core issue arising from the

discussions was the lack of coordination between the many different community groups.
Likewise, it was agreed that getting funding for a Development Officer should be a top
priority for the community. Such a post would not only allow Brora to have a consistent
outflow of funding applications but could also aid in the coordination of all community
groups as a central point of contact. However, it was evident that accessing initial funding for
such a post was seen as a main issue. Additionally, one group stressed that in order to reduce
certain inequalities in Brora more community events need to be admission-free.
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Creich Open Workshop

Bonar Bridge Hall
6th June 2018
9 participants

Public Transport: Participants listed car-share opportunities
as a top priority and agreed that a stable car-share scheme would
bring most positive value to the community. It is however very
important to underline that people in the community willing to
provide car share opportunities must be identified first. Updates,
booking services, etc. that could be accessed through a central
location in the village of Bonar Bridge was also deemed an ideal
platform by participants. This would also allow people without internet
connection and/or smart phones to use the software for their
transport needs. This central location could either be a street-facing
digital screen at the Hall, the Library or the Post Office, but it could
also be a “WiFi kiosk” which would allow for two-way communication.

Local Economy: There was a clearly identified need to

address concerns around local childcare provision, employment
opportunities and to better capitalise on the opportunities that
tourism in the area can provide to the local economy through both
revenue and employment opportunities. There was some overlap in
the proposed solutions to these issues, with the development of a
variety of forms of accommodation for tourists featuring strongly in
both groups’ suggestions along with an identified need for places to
eat, drink and socialise for both locals and tourists.

Housing: The overall issue within the category according to

respondents was that the current affordable housing stock in the area
is insufficient, however a large proportion of respondents also stated
that there is an adequate amount of housing available. Many
respondents also stated that heating is too expensive.
It was suggested at the workshop that the Police Station could be
converted into housing, and that there could be developed - among
other things - flats in the Bridge Hotel.
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Dornoch Social Club
12th June 2019
3 participants

Dornoch Open Workshop
Activity 1
Understanding the Dornoch of Now
As can be seen, many features of the area were highlighted and as was
pointed out by the participants, the majority are positive. From the
discussion that took place while the participants were drawing, it
became clear that the respondents quickly realised how fortunate they
were with the services and businesses/shops available to them locally.
However, some negative aspects were also identified including: lack of
leisure facilities, parking, affordable housing and campervans. Also
highlighted were some of the negative impacts of the NC500: waste
disposal from tourists is not always responsibly done and litter and
human waste have been an issue in the area. Another negative aspect
that was mentioned was that big employers such as the Forestry
Commission and the Highland Council offices had moved out of the
area and therefore lost their valuable contributions to the local
economy.

Activity 2
Developing the Dornoch of the Future
Participants took turns presenting the ideas to the others in the group.
As can be seen, there was some overlap and similarity in some of these
ideas so further discussion was initiated by the facilitator through which
the group refined their initial ideas into the following:
• Walking bus to and from school
• Café/Takeaway at the beach to include crazy golf, skate park and
motorhome parking
• Youth Club Facility

*Participants were given monopoly money to invest in their
favourite development idea
Development Idea

Funding from
Participants

Community Hub

£840,000

Café/Takeaway at the beach

£750,000

Walking Bus

£60,000
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Helmsdale Open Workshop

Helmsdale Community Centre
12th June 2018
6 participants

Issue

Solution

Notes

There is nothing to do
for young people

Multi-use games pitch. Continue
with youth club at social club.
Kitchen garden.

Young people have to travel elsewhere for leisure
activities. The youth club is well attended. It is a
struggle to get to college from Helmsdale - maybe
work with other communities to create local
educational facility.

There is little childcare
/ Childcare is too
expensive

Support for training childcare
providers. Afterschool club
similar to Edderton?

Half-day Fridays at school make childcare necessary.
Closest childcare is in Brora. Not all people have
family members that can cover childcare needs.

Public/patient
transport is insufficient

Community taxi to Tain/Wick. Is
there enough need for the
expense?

Problems in getting to Thurso College using trains
and buses – current times do not get people there
at the right times. If you don’t drive you are
disadvantaged. Can community bus be used for
shopping trips to Tain and college runs up north?

Issue

Solution

Notes

Local first responders

Nothing has changed in 20 years. Offer defibrillator
training locally. Local first responders have
previously been established, but training wasn’t
completed and hence they are not active.

No Dentist

Community Partnership to
address

Dental clinic not taking on new clients, because it is
full. Previous dentist relocated to Wick, because of
lack of childcare in the village. Currently, some
people in the community must travel to Golspie for
dental care.

Lack of shopping
facilities or transport to
access them.

Having a community bus run
weekly to get shopping.

Online deliveries are good. Current public transport
is not good for going shopping in Tain. Can
community buses do shopping trips twice a week?

Public transport

N/A

Public transport does not meet need the needs of
the community. Car sharing could be useful.

Ambulance response
times
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Kinlochbervie Village Hall
25th June 2018
13 participants

Kinlochbervie Open Workshop

The questionnaires also highlighted a range of other issues experienced by people living in Kinlochbervie. These were summarised into 10 overall
“issues” (see box on the right) and participants were asked to pick the 3-5 things they found to be most important. Participants then suggested
solutions to the issues (community and/or statutory-led) and wrote their answer down on a flow-chart type activity sheet.

Afternoon session
Most participants at the afternoon session were attending as
representatives of various organisations, so it was decided
that a more statutory approach would be taken when talking
about what KLB residents highlighted in the questionnaire.
Representatives from KLB Community Council, Highland
Council, Police Scotland, NHS Highland, and CVS North took
part.
Participants identified fuel poverty, job/training prospects,
travel, housing, and that authorities do not listen to concerns
of the community as the most pressing issues.
Commonalities among the suggested solutions were a
central point for information (one-stop-shop) for a variety of
services, more sharing of best practice from case studies
elsewhere, and introducing video conferencing facilities
locally to reduce the need for travel.
It was generally agreed that engagement activities of varying
types are needed. More responsive behaviour from officials
on social media is also desired.

Evening session
Participants prioritised the three following issues:
There are not many opportunities for young families to socialise
Participants suggested that some research should be conducted into what young families
would like to see happening. It was also suggested to create an activity programme
covering Scourie, KLB and Durness.
It is necessary to travel a long distance to reach some services
Although participants appreciate what is available locally, there is concern over the amount
of travel needed when attending specialist health care appointments.
Authorities do not listen to concerns of the community
There was concern over queries having been ignored by public authorities. Participants
suggested that a local service point should be piloted for 6 months.
The remote location of Kinlochbervie is at the root of many of the issues experienced by
people.
The perception among participants that their concerns are not being listened to by
authorities exacerbates the issues. The idea of introducing a Service Point can be seen as a
way of addressing some of the distance-related issues as well as the issues pertaining to a
lack of presence/communication from public authorities.
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Lairg Community Centre
19th June 2019
13 participants

Lairg Open Workshop
Activity 1 - Understanding the Lairg of Now

Participants were formed into a group and asked to ‘draw their community’ as they see it using the pens and paper provided. If they liked
something, they were asked to use a Blue pen, if they disliked something, they were asked to use a Green pen.
Likes

Caravans
Hotel
FS (Fire station)
School/Learning Centre
Hall
Pet shop
Doctors
Pharmacy
Pier
Spar
Lockhart
‘Broons Hoose’
Recycling

Dislikes

Mobile bank
Crofters Rest
Grange
Post office
Bank
Path and access at Ord Hill
Sutherland hotel

Activity 2 - Developing the Lairg of the Future
Participants were asked to individually write down 2-3 ideas for development. They took turns presenting the ideas to the other participants in
the group. They were then asked to select the two best ideas and consider potential negative impacts or consequences as a result of
implementing the project idea. They were also asked to consider how those negative impacts may be mitigated.
Loch Shin Watersports

Group One

Potential Negative Impact
Purchase the garage
Noise
Pollution issues
Health and safety

Solutions
Take advice
Reduced hours of activity
Take advice
Learning Centre

Infrastructure review
Cost
Maintenance
Skill shortage
Equipment

Review
Community buy out
Volunteers/LC training
Learning Centre
Use recycled equipment boats
and bikes

Observatory/Distillery

Group One

Potential Negative
Impact
Finding a site

Solutions

Money
Local objections
Infrastructure

Well known name support

Look into Sallachy, Achany
estate etc.
Crowd fund
Community consultation
Take advice

Action group invites
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Kyle Centre
25th September 2018
12 participants

Melness-Tongue-Skerray Open Workshop

Participants were asked to remain in the groups from the participatory mapping exercise, and to individually write down 2-3 ideas for development.
They then took turns presenting the ideas to the other participants in the group. Each group was then asked to select the two best ideas and
consider potential negative impacts or consequences as a result of implementing the project idea. They were also asked to consider how those
negative impacts may be mitigated.

Group 1
Individual ideas:

Individual ideas:

•

Employment mapping
- What do we have?
- What can’t be filled, e.g.
teachers, doctors, nurses
- How do we develop young
people to do the jobs here?

•

We need ‘things’ to encourage visitors
to stay longer in the area
- Golf
- Wild sports
- History/geo tours/walks

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Let’s look at jobs that work already &
do more, not try and create more that
don’t necessarily fit

‘Priority idea’ with potential negative impacts
and ideas for mitigation:

•

Jobs that fit with tradition, culture &
environment

‘Priority idea’ with potential negative impacts and ideas for mitigation:
EMPLOYMENT MAPPING
Negative(s)
- Highlight lack of:
housing
health care
social care
transport
opportunity

Group 2

Mitigation
- Chicken and egg → Bring people here we’ll have
nurses etc. Need houses – but need the people to fill
housing.
- Matching the jobs to people to the environment
- Jobs that benefit the area
- Matrix of jobs (health care, arts, IT, education,
farming).

Local grown fruit + veg (aqua/hydroponics)
Proper roads
Outdoor leisure opportunities
Facilities to encourage tourists to stay
Notice boards or virtual app
Maps
Large campsites in each village
Petrol station
Tourist guides with local history
Crofters hydroponics (animal fodder)
Improve broadband

LARGE CAMPSITES IN EACH VILLAGE
Negative(s)
Mitigation
- Social behaviour
- More police
- Over subscription
- Better management
- Waste increase
- Add facilities
- Road usage
- Better roads
- Limited stock
(petrol, food)
- Better communication
- Escalating housing costs - Build more affordable housing
- Increased use of services - Better facilities
LOCAL GROWN FRUIT + VEG (AQUA/HYDROPONICS)
Negative(s)
- Weather
- Selling
- Cost of seeds

- Management
- Lack of skills

Mitigation
- Polytunnel
- Co-ordination/Farmers market
- Donations/Grants/Funding

- Employee/
Responsibility
- Training
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Scourie Village Hall
12th December 2018
4 participants

Scourie Open Workshop
Activity 1

Understanding the Scourie of Now
Participants were formed into a group and asked to
‘draw their community’ as they see it using the pens
and paper provided. They were encouraged to use
whatever methods of illustration they saw fit and asked
to highlight areas they felt were positive and negative
about the community of Scourie.

Activity 2

Developing the Scourie of the Future
Participants were asked to individually write down 2-3 ideas for development. These initial ideas were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accommodation for incomers and tourists
(housing and bunkhouse)
Employment mostly limited to one company
Community Bus/Taxi
Transport (car sharing, volunteer drivers,
subsidised transport, use post buses)
Transport for things like hospital visits (there’s no
parking available if you drive there)
Transport Links

•
•
•
•

•
•

Local Wellbeing Hub
Volunteer Services Within Community
(buddies’ home, taking people out,
gardening, etc.)
Geo Centre (shop, café, hall and display)
Geo Centre/Creative Hub
(accommodation for volunteers/interns)
Housing
Bunkhouse

Participants then took turns presenting the ideas to the others in the group. As can be seen, there was some overlap
and similarity in some of these ideas so further discussion was initiated by the facilitator through which the group
refined their initial ideas into the following:
• A Geo Centre incorporating a visitor centre, shop, café, hall and office space as well as a wellbeing hub.
• Housing/Accommodation for locals and tourists.
• Explore support for small businesses to help with employment/retaining people.
• Community Taxi and explore linking into existing transport from Durness, KLB (Kinlochbervie) and
Lochinver.

The illustration created by the participants is shown to
the left, for clarity, the ‘Nee Naw’ is the Scourie Fire
Station. As can be seen, many features of the area were
highlighted and as was pointed out by the participants,
the majority are positive though several negative
aspects were identified including: lack of housing,
seasonal work, no workers and lack of transport. Also
highlighted were some of the negative impacts of the
NC500: waste from tourists is not always responsibly
disposed of and litter and human waste have been an
issue in the area, along with significant numbers of
camper vans which have caused delays for locals on
single-track roads. Another negative aspect that was
highlighted by the group was that they have been
waiting more than two years for a ‘smiley face’ to help
alleviate speeding through the village.
From the discussion that took place while the
participants were drawing, it became clear that a pivotal
and overwhelmingly positive part of the community
calendar for Scourie is the Gala, with many in the
community being involved in organising and attending
the event. However, this did also highlight that some
people must sit on several committees in the
community. However, due to the small population in
the area it was felt that this was inevitable.
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Average Ratings in Sutherland (Out of 7)

Transport

Housing

Services

Care and
Wellbeing

2.8

4.0

4.1

4.8

Work and Local
Economy

Influence and
Sense of Control

Digital
Connectivity

Community
Identity

3.0

3.9

3.5

4.6

Feeling Safe

6.0
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Kyle of Sutherland Development Trust is a Company Limited by Guarantee.
Registered office:
The Barn, Drovers Square, Ardgay, Sutherland, IV24 3AL
Scottish Registration: SC401019
Scottish Charity: SC043587

Kyle of Sutherland Development Trust was commissioned by the Sutherland Community Partnership to carry out
the engagement activities outlined in this document. This was made possible with funding from the Aspiring
Communities Fund.
The Sutherland Community Partnership and the Community Engagement Team at Kyle of Sutherland
Development Trust would like to thank everyone who has contributed to the Sutherland Community
Engagement Project.

